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Abstract

Recognition of the external environment through cam-
eras and LIDAR play a central role in the safety of au-
tonomous driving. The accuracy of such recognition has
drastically improved with the advent of deep learning, but
is still insufficient for fully autonomous driving. Even
though it is possible to collect large amounts of driving
data [1, 12, 15, 20], the cost to annotate such data is pro-
hibitive. Recent efforts have focused on self-supervised
learning, which does not require annotated data. In this
work, we improve the accuracy of self-supervised learning
on driving data by combing pixel-wise contrastive learn-
ing (PixPro) with optical flow. Unlike most self-supervised
methods, PixPro is trained on pixel-level pretext tasks,
which yields better accuracy on downstream tasks requir-
ing dense pixel predictions. However, PixPro does not
consider the large change in scale of objects, commonly
found in driving data. We show that by incorporating op-
tical flow into the pixel-wise contrastive pre-training, we
can improve the performance of downstream tasks such
as semantic segmentation on CityScapes. We found that
using the optical flow between temporarily distant frames
can help learn the invariance between large scale changes,
which allows us to exceed the performance of the orig-
inal PixPro method. Our code is available at https:
//github.com/rioyokotalab/PixPro-with-
OpticalFlow

1. Introduction
In recent years, a vast amount of image data of driving

scenes have been collected [1, 12, 15, 20]. Given that the

sizes of these images are typically large, the cost of an-
notation for machine learning, such as semantic segmenta-
tion, can be very expensive. Recent efforts have focused on
self-supervised learning, which does not require annotated
data [3, 5, 8, 17–19].

The purpose of this study is to improve the performance
of the existing method PixPro [17] through self-supervised
learning on images data of driving scenes and to inves-
tigate the changes in the performance of self-supervised
learning using image data of driving scenes under various
conditions. The characteristics of images data of driving
scenes include multiple objects and significant scale varia-
tions, with the most important and distinctive feature being
the large scale variations. As the images are of outdoor en-
vironments without walls, the size of objects in the images
can vary greatly from infinitesimal to the size of the im-
age itself. In practical terms, variations in size can range
from just a few pixels to several hundred pixels. Therefore,
it is important to ensure the invariance of feature outputs
in driving image recognition in the face of significant scale
variations. There are two means of acquiring this invariance
through unsupervised learning.

The first means of ensuring invariance of feature outputs
involves data augmentation in the scale direction, such as
random cropping and scaling, to maintain the invariance of
the feature outputs. This method is widely used. In self-
supervised learning, SimCLR [3] uses Affine transforma-
tions to perform data augmentation on the original images,
with the augmented images serving as positive examples
and other images serving as negative examples, and de-
fines a contrastive loss function that brings positive exam-
ples’ features closer and separates negative ones. BYOL [5]
uses the same method as SimCLR but without negative ex-
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amples, instead using the model’s asymmetry to prevent
feature collapse while bringing positive examples’ features
closer. PixPro [17] uses the method of BYOL to focus on
local feature regions, bringing positive examples’ features
in these regions closer. In semi-supervised learning, Fix-
Match [11] uses two types of transformations: weak trans-
formations such as flipping and shifting, and strong trans-
formations such as color inversion and affine transforma-
tions. It performs consistency learning by aligning the out-
puts of strong transformations with the pseudo-labels gener-
ated from weak transformations. The common thing among
these methods is that they learn to maintain the invariance
of the model’s output under geometric transformations.

The second means is a video-specific technique that uses
temporal tracking to make the output of the feature extrac-
tor invariant to temporal scale changes. CRW [7], which
uses the cycle-consistency concept to learn invariance by
transitioning the focus region based on similarity between
time frames such that it matches the original frame, parti-
tions each video frame into patches and maximizes the tran-
sition that returns each patch to its original state at time t by
shifting it to times t + k and t. FlowE, a technique based
on BYOL, tracks adjacent time frames using optical flow
to learn temporal scale invariance, and it is proposed as a
method for handling driving videos.

Therefore, in this study, we propose a method that com-
bines these two techniques to learn invariance to scale
changes. FlowE, which also uses data augmentation and
combines these two methods, is not available to the commu-
nity. We faithfully developed the source code from scratch
and attempted to reproduce their results for several months,
but only obtained results that were clearly inferior to theirs.
Therefore, we speculate that there are technical details that
have not been disclosed in the paper, which are likely im-
plemented in their method. Unfortunately, we cannot com-
pare our method with FlowE. In this study, we propose a
technique that learns temporal scale invariance using opti-
cal flow tracking results for driving videos based on Pix-
Pro, which performs well with data augmentation for scale
changes in still images, by increasing positive examples be-
tween neighboring frames.

The contributions of this study are as follows: proposing
a learning method to acquire invariance to scale changes
at the same time and consistency for the tracked object to
achieve robustness to appearance changes in driving scenes
that include large scale variations. Specifically, we ex-
tended the PixPro method, which acquires invariance to
scale changes at the same time, to acquire invariance to
scale changes in the temporal direction, and achieved bet-
ter performance than the PixPro method.

2. Related Work

BYOL BYOL aims to learn invariance to geometric im-
age transformations across the entire image. Two models
with the same structure are prepared, and each is given one
image with different data augmentations as input, and they
are trained to approach each other’s output as positive exam-
ples. By creating asymmetry in the models, with one model
being updated by gradient descent and the other not, feature
collapse is prevented, and the method has become one of the
state-of-the-art methods for the ImageNet image classifica-
tion task. However, this method only considers one feature
per image, so it does not consider learning features for dif-
ferent regions of the image with different meanings, such as
multi-object images in driving scenes.

PixPro PixPro is designed to learn features of local re-
gions within an image, and is similar to the BYOL approach
in terms of its model structure. Horizontal Flip and Random
Size Crop are applied to each image in different regions,
and each resulting image is given as input to two separate
models. The outputs of these models are then compared
at the pixel level, with the goal of aligning features that
are close to each other in the original image. The PixPro
method also incorporates a module that smooths out fea-
tures in the BYOL model. This module enables features to
be aligned not only based on their proximity to each other,
but also based on their similarity to the representative fea-
tures in their local context. The method has demonstrated
high performance in downstream tasks such as Object De-
tection and Semantic Segmentation, which require consid-
eration of local regions within an image.

FlowE FlowE is a self-supervised learning method that
is specialized for driving videos. It is based on the BYOL
model and takes as input images that are subjected to differ-
ent data augmentations for each adjacent frame in a video.
The method aligns the features at the pixel level that cor-
respond to the same location in the original image. The
coordinates between different images are estimated using
Optical Flow, which calculates the movement of objects be-
tween consecutive frames and predicts where an object was
located in the previous frame. The method has been claimed
to achieve higher performance than other self-supervised
learning methods such as BYOL in pre-training using the
private dataset Urban City created within Uber Eats for
downstream tasks such as Object Detection and Semantic
Segmentation that consider local regions within an image.
Additionally, the method achieved comparable performance
to BYOL in pre-training on the BDD100K dataset. How-
ever, the code and model of this method are not publicly
available, and thus, it is not accessible to the community.
We attempted to reproduce the method following the paper
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for several months but were unsuccessful, so we created a
method specialized for driving videos based on the PixPro
approach.

3. Proposed Method
We performed self-supervised learning for driving

videos by using PixPro [17] input as neighboring frames
in the same video and estimating the displacement between
them using optical flow. The variable definitions used in
Eq. (2) are as follows.

• k(≥ 1,∈ Z): One of hyperparameters for pretrain-
ing.The number of frames between the two images
used as input for learning, where one image is the t-
th frame and the other image is the (t + k − 1)-th
frame.(k = (t+ k − 1)− (t) + 1)

• x: Coordinates of observation points in the image of
t-th frame.

• y: Coordinates of observation points in the image of
t+ k − 1-th frame.

• Wf,t,k
ij = Wf,t,k

x: A matrix representing the es-
timated optical flow (forward optical flow) from t-th
frame to t+ k − 1-th frame.

• Wb,t,k
ij = Wb,t,k

x: A matrix representing the esti-
mated optical flow (backward optical flow) from t +
k − 1-th frame to t-th frame.

• b(W,x): A function that calculates the value at obser-
vation point x from the values at neighboring points
defined by W using bilinear interpolation. If the value
at observation point x is defined by W , it returns Wx.

• wf,t,k(x) ≜ b(Wf,t,k,x): A function that returns es-
timated value of forward optical flow from t-th frame
to t+ k − 1-th frame.

• wb,t,k(y) ≜ b(Wb,t,k,y): A function that returns es-
timated value of backward optical flow from t+k−1-th
frame to t-th frame.

• d: the diagonal length of a feature map bin

• Ωx ≜ {y |
∥∥x+wf,t,k(x)− y

∥∥
2
/ d < 0.7}: A set

of observation points y in the image of the t + k − 1-
th frame that are positive examples for the observation
point x.

• |Ω|: The number of elements in the set Ω.

Here, in this study, direct estimation of optical flow using
RAFT is performed only for k = 2, and for k > 2, it is
estimated using Eq. (1).

wf,t,k(x) =

wf,t+k−2,2(· · · (wf,t+1,2(wf,t,2(x) + x) + x) · · · ) (1)

In the proposed method of this study, the loss func-
tion for a given observation point x is defined as shown in
Eq. (2).

Lx = − 1

|Ωx|
∑
y∈Ωx

ax

∥ax∥2
· by
∥by∥2

(2)

When calculating the distance for positive example selec-
tion, we align the coordinates of images between differ-
ent time periods using the estimated values of optical flow,
which allows us to calculate the distance between pixels.
The learning algorithm of this study is shown in Algo-
rithm 1.

Algorithm 1 Pseudocode, PyTorch-like

# f: backbone + projection conv
# g: prediction conv
# q: PPM
# f_t: another f on branch stop grad
# g_t: another g on branch stop grad
# of: optical flow estimator

for i1, i2 in loader: # load a minibatch i1, i2 with
n samples

with no_grad():
wf, wb = of(i1, i2), of(i2, i1)

(x1, a1), (x2, a2) = aug(i1), aug(i2) # random
augmentation

z1, z2 = f(x1), f(x2) # projections
p1, p2 = g(z1), g(z2) # predictions
y1, y2 = q(p1), q(p2) # PPM

with no_grad():
momentum_update(f_t, g_t) # update the key

encoder
z1_t, z2_t = f_t(x1), f_t(x2) # projections
p1_t, p2_t = g_t(z1), g_t(z2) # predictions

L = D(y1, p2_t, a1, a2, wf) + D(y2, p1_t, a2, a1,
wb) # loss

L.backward() # back-propagate
update(f, g, q) # LARS update

def D(y, p, a1, a2, wf): # negative cosine
similarity

y = normalize(y, dim=1) # l2-normalize
p = normalize(p, dim=1) # l2-normalize
c1 = calc_coord(a1, y, wf)
c2 = calc_coord(a2, p)
dist = calc_distance(c1, c2)
mask = (dist < 0.7).float()
l = matrix_matrix_product(transpote(y), p)
return (-2 * (mask * l).sum(dim=-1).sum(dim=-1) /

mask.sum(dim=-1).sum(dim=-1)).mean()

3.1. Optical Flow Refinement

In our proposed method, it is necessary to have dense
correspondences of the same object’s position between
frames at different times, in order to bring pairs of pixels
with close coordinates together as positive examples. How-
ever, in general, ground truth is not given in driving video
datasets. Therefore, this study adopts an approach of esti-
mating correspondences using optical flow with RAFT [13].
Since optical flow assumes that the brightness is invariant
between adjacent frames, it estimates positions that have
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Figure 1. Outline for Our method

similar brightness. Thus, the correspondences obtained
from the estimated values have many incorrect matches.
Therefore, it is necessary to check whether the correspon-
dences are reliable or not. Since there are many data, the
impact on learning is small even if some of the data are not
used. Therefore, it is useful to filter the results of the optical
flow to keep only the reliable ones.

Optical flow reliability In this study, we take an approach
of judging the reliability of correspondences obtained when
Eq. (3) described in [9] is satisfied. This equation is based
on the concept of cycle-consistency, where the basic idea is
to define whether it is possible to return to the same posi-
tion again from the coordinates moved using the estimated
optical flow. The variables used in Eq. (3) have the same
definitions as those in Eq. (2), and other variables are de-
fined as follows.

• α1: The first hyperparameter (which represents the
allowable percentage deviation of the corresponding
point for a moving point).

• α2: The second hyperparameter (which represents the
tolerance for deviation at stationary points).

∥∥wf(x) +wb(x+wf(x))
∥∥2
2

< α1

( ∥∥wf(x)
∥∥2
2
+
∥∥wb(x+wf(x)

∥∥2
2

)
+ α2 (3)

We determined the acceptable range of correspondence ac-
curacy based on the values of α1 and α2 in this equation,
and verified it by varying these parameters. We visual-
ized the non-zero regions of the left-hand side of Eq. (3)

and qualitatively confirmed the appropriate exclusion range
based on the right-hand side. Specifically, we searched for
parameter values where the colored regions in Fig. 2 were
excluded to some extent, while the uncolored regions were
not excluded.

The comparison of parameters with the application of a
mask to optical flow based on Eq. (3) is shown in Fig. 3,
where the masked areas are colored in black. Based on the
comparison in Fig. 3, it has been confirmed that the masking
method with α1 = 0.01 and α2 = 0.5 in the top figure is
reasonable, allowing for an acceptable level of error while
still maintaining a reasonable correspondence between the
flow fields.

4. Evaluation

We performed pre-training of a feature extractor model
on the BDD100k driving video dataset using the proposed
method, and then evaluated a downstream task of semantic
segmentation on CityScapes by fixing the weights of the
feature extractor model and only training the classifier.

4.1. Settings of Pretraining

Dataset We trained our model using a dataset of 70,000
driving videos from the BDD100k dataset [20], with an av-
erage duration of 40 seconds, a frame rate of 30 fps, and a
resolution of 720p (image size: 1280x760). To reduce the
computational cost, we downsampled the videos to 10 fps,
resulting in a total of 27 million images. These images were
used for training.

1https : / / dl . fbaipublicfiles . com / detectron2 /
ImageNetPretrained/torchvision/R-50.pkl
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method pre-train data # frame (k) # epoch mIOU

PixPro [17] BDD100k 1 2000 53.0
Ours BDD100k 6 2000 53.4

Table 1. Comparison of mIoU between using the PixPro method as-is and our proposed method for pre-training with BDD100k, with
varying number of frames (used for optical flow calculation)

Figure 2. Diagram visualizing the part of the left-hand side of
Eq. (3) that does not become zero not euqal zero

Figure 3. Figure which apply occlusion mask for figure of optical
flow. Red circles represent the part which excluded The red circle
indicates the main location where parts that are not incorrect com-
pared to Fig. 2 have been excluded.
Above：α1 = 0.001, α2 = 0.05
Below：α1 = 0.01, α2 = 0.5

method pre-train data # epoch mIOU

BYOL [5] ImageNet 1000 60.0
PixPro [17] ImageNet 100 58.4

FlowE [18] BDD100k 110 56.6
PixPro [17] BDD100k 2000 53.0

Ours BDD100k 2000 53.4

Supervised ImagNet - 61.2

Table 2. Comparison between the Propose-and-Improve method
and other self-supervised learning approaches. Supervised is a
model from the PyTorch official models1 that can be used with De-
tectron2. BYOL and PixPro, which are pre-trained on ImageNet,
which were evaluated on downstream tasks using models that were
adapted for use with Detectron2. The results for FlowE were cited
from [18].

Architecture, Data Augmentation, Optimization Our
model follows the PixPro model, with the f and f ′ com-
ponents in Fig. 1 using a ResNet50 [6] model without the fc
layer and avgpool layer, and the g and g′ components using
a projection model consisting of conv layer, ReLU activa-
tion function, BN layer, conv layer. The q component uses
a PPM module [17]. Data augmentation techniques used
include horizontal flip, random size crop, and color trans-
formations such as color jitter, gray scaling, and Gaussian
blur, following the approach used in [17]. Optimization was
performed using an SGD-based LARS with a total batch
size of 1024 and 8 GPUs, but for our proposed method, we
used 16 GPUs due to memory constraints. In the BDD100k
pre-training dataset experiments, we trained our model for
100-2000 epochs.

4.2. Settings for Downstream Tasks

In this study, we evaluated the downstream task of
semantic segmentation on CityScapes [4], by fixing the
weights of a feature extractor model pre-trained through
transfer learning and training only the classifier. We fol-
lowed the setup in [18] and conducted the evaluation using
the Detectron2 [16] library with the settings listed in Tab. 3
1

1Our evaluation code is available at https://github.com/
rioyokotalab/detectron2/tree/dev-v0.6/projects/
DeepLab
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parameter

Decoder head DeepLab v3 [2]
total batch size 8
# GPU 4
# iter 40k
optimizer SGD

(with momentum, weiht decay)
initial learning rate 0.01
learning rate scheduler ”poly” learning schedule

Table 3. Hyperparameters for learning semantic segmentation

4.3. Main Results

Under these settings, we observed the performance
changes caused by variations in tracking length resulting
from changing the duration of adjacent inter-frame inter-
vals in our proposed method. As shown in Tab. 1, the per-
formance is better for relatively long-term tracking, such
as 6 frames (0.5s). This indicates that performance is im-
proved by performing relatively long-term tracking, and
contributes to improving the performance of self-supervised
learning on driving videos compared to static image-based
methods. By learning the invariance to changes in object
appearance resulting from visibility changes that can only
be obtained by tracking over relatively long periods, includ-
ing scale changes, we believe that the performance of self-
supervised learning on driving videos can be improved.

4.4. Ablation Study

We compared the performance of our method with and
without exclusion of occlusions using Optical Flow, as de-
scribed in Sec. 3.1, for a tracking length of 2 frames. The
results are shown in Tab. 4, which indicates that the per-
formance is improved when occlusion exclusion is applied.

Optical Flow # frame(k) mask mIoU

✓ 2 48.37
✓ 2 ✓ 48.71

Table 4. Comparison of results with and without occlusion exclu-
sion using optical flow

4.5. Reproduction of FlowE

Since the original source code and model for FlowE are
not disclosed, we faithfully implemented it from scratch and
conducted experiments over several months. As a qualita-
tive evaluation, we show the evaluation results in Figure 4,
where we followed the FlowE method by using ResNet50
as the feature extractor model and semantic segmentation of

Figure 4. Comparison of results from the FlowE paper and the one
that we developed
Above：result from the FlowE paper
Below：result of the one that we developed

BDD100k as the downstream task. We fixed the weights of
the feature extractor and only trained the classifier. While
FlowE has acquired the ability to distinguish regions such as
trees, roads for cars, and pedestrian roads, the one that we
developed has not acquired enough features to distinguish
these regions adequately.

5. Conclusion
We performed self-supervised learning on driving videos

as pre-training and evaluated its effectiveness as a down-
stream task using Semantic Segmentation on CityScapes.
As a result, the accuracy was improved by considering tem-
poral scale changes using optical flow, compared to using
the conventional PixPro method directly for pre-training on
driving videos. By learning invariance to changes in the
appearance of objects that can only be obtained by track-
ing them for a relatively long period of time, including
changes in scale, it is believed that the performance of self-
supervised learning on driving videos can be improved.

6. Future challenges
To incorporate longer time intervals in the tracking part

of our method is certainly an interesting direction, since
the model would acquire more robust invariance along the
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temporal dimension. However, it is arguable if naively ex-
tending the interval can yield performance gains right away
for the following reasons. a) Tracking using optical flow is
based on the assumption of performing short-term tracking
of adjacent frames and combining them to perform long-
term tracking. Therefore, there is a possibility that error
accumulation may lead to an increased failure rate when
performing longer-term tracking compared to the tracking
performed in this study. b) As the number of instances ca-
pable of long-term tracking decreases with an increase in
tracking duration, there is a possibility that the data imbal-
ance issue cannot be ignored. Therefore, there is a need
to address these issues. Regarding (a), we believe that par-
tial resolution may be achieved by introducing monocular
SLAM [10, 14] to enable robust tracking partially.
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